Newsletter October 2018
Congratulations to

Kev Veasey
who recently passed his advanced test.
Slow Riding Session
On 21st October CWAM Club Sunday will move to
Brewers Fare Sparrow Coombe Fields Road
Anstey, CV7 9JP where we will combine the usual
check rides with a Slow Riding Session.
The session will benefit all CWAMs regardless of
their skill level. Whether a beginner or an
experienced biker, you will sharpen your skills in a relaxed atmosphere and probably have some
fun along the way. The session starts at 09:00 and by noon you’ll be confidently manoeuvring
round the cones and describing ever-decreasing circles at the pace of an indolent snail.
NB ALL CWAM ACTIVITIES ON OCTOBER 21 WILL BE BASED AT Brewers Fare Sparrow
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

September Club Night
September’s Club Night started with the usual presentations, which was good because it shows
that every month we have something worth celebrating. In the absence his observer Nev Clark,
Andy Spencer presented Neil Farrer with his test pass certificate.

We then had the unusual, not to say unique occurrence, with three CWAMs, Roger Barratt, John
Chivers and Chris Thompson being awarded their Masters qualification by Ian Collard. It should be
noted that neither John nor Chris are wearing their scores, in fact Roger and John gained
distinctions. The Masters course demands a high level of skill but our three September recipients
are a fine example to other members, demonstrating that with dedication and a bit of natural

talent, those standards can be met.
Ian also mentioned Lara Collins’ sponsorship for The Distinguished Gentleman's Ride. Lara will be
donning her finest attire with her fellow men and women across the globe to join the fight to raise
awareness for prostate cancer and men's mental health. She needs you to donate what you can
for this meaningful cause and help her to reach her goal. You can support her here.
Jim Sampson popped his head around the door
which

was

advertised

quite

fortuitous

speaker hadn’t

because

arrived

and

our
he

gamely stepped into the breach - for all of 30
seconds. No sooner had Jim started than Karen
Cole from the Motorcycle Industry Association
arrived. Karen quickly organised herself and
launched into her Powerpoint presentation but
not before offering us a choice of topic upon
which she should focus. Now, I have never
lived in a constituency where I’ve voted for the winning candidate, similarly I have not been on
the winning side of a referendum. It was therefore inevitable that not having voted for training,
after a show of hands, training was chosen as the main topic of the night.
There are around 40,000 thousand motorcycle test passes a year but 4 times that number of CBT
certificates issued. Encouragingly 26% of those passing the test go on to post test training of
some description. With the tenacity of the Inquisition pursuing a particularly wily apostate, Karen
stuck to her script. Sensible
queries

regarding

more

practical fenders and huggers
and better adjustable seats
and handlebars on production
bikes

being

neatly

circumnavigated.
When it comes to training, the
proposed

changes

are

summed up by the illustration.
But don’t get your hopes up
because they are unlikely to
come in any time soon - if
ever. The overwhelming picture was one of consultations about consultations, meetings about
meetings and target dates slipped according to the political climate. The attitudes prevailing
suggest that at best bikers are unimportant and at worst regarded as a menace. Not an especially
happy picture for the enthusiastic and astute audience of CWAM riders.
Next month we have Jim, probably for longer than 30 seconds and Julian Plant who will take us
back to the days of us kick starts, advance/retard mechanisms, reserve fuel taps and vintage
motorcycles. Wed October 17th - too good to miss.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IAM RoadSmart Annual Subs to increase
Amongst the resolutions being put forward at November’s AGM is one to increase the annual
subscription to £40. The quoted article 9.2.2 reads…’vary the annual membership fee payable

from time to time by Ordinary Members’. I’ve always interpreted ‘vary’ to mean fluctuate (down
as well as up) and ‘from time to time’ to mean occasionally not a regular annual event. For £15 I
get a great deal from CWAM but IAMRS possibly need to justify yet another increase vastly above
the inflation rate. - This is obviously a purely personal opinion and not one endorsed by CWAM.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

September Rideouts
Our

two

September

rideouts

were

enhanced by continuing good weather.
The first to Northleach by way of North
Newington, and Burford, followed a
definitely

rural

route

back

to

Longbridge Island and on Sept 16
Roger Barratt led a hastily organised
but hugely successful ride to Broadway
and a dainty tea.
Additionally we enjoyed a CWAM Club
Sunday ride to Upton Warren with Geoff Brown and there is still Chappers tour of Northants to
come on 30th. More of that in the next newsletter!

If you intend to join us on any of our fabulous CWAM rideouts in the future, please take a little
time to read the following guidance notes. They are important because group riding is a very
different animal to solo biking.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guidance notes for riders on CWAM Social Rides
All attendee riders must be fully paid-up members/associates of CWAM and must be fully paid up
members or associates of the IAM. All riders within CWAM are expected to practice their riding
skill and exercise precision within the spirit and discipline of the Roadcraft system of riding at all
times. The Roadcraft System of Motorcycle Control is therefore the default style of riding expected
of all CWAM members during all on-road social activities arranged by CWAM and this is reflected in
the guidance provided below.
Breakdown It is important that you have your own recovery arrangements. Once the run
leader has established that you cannot proceed you will be left to wait for your recovery vehicle.
You must not attend a social ride if you know that you have a fault with your machine that
might cause a breakdown or disruption to the run.
Briefing All social rides will start with a briefing given by the run leader or CWAM officer and all

riders must be present. Associates will be asked to declare themselves.
Excessive distance between bikes If you are continuously ‘marking’ for the rider behind you
and/or that rider has a consistently large gap then let the run leader or tail know at the next
break point.
Following distance The two second gap is ample for the advanced rider in most conditions and
at slower speeds should be reduced with a positive stagger to the machine in front. Where a gap
has stretched it is important that riders make every effort to safely shorten the gap again at the
earliest opportunity.
Fuel You must have a full tank of fuel upon arrival at the meeting point. If you have a
particularly small petrol tank then advise the run leader upon arrival to ascertain where the run
breaks/fuel stops are. You must take advantage of the fuel stops and not expect the run leader
to stop for you because you didn’t top up at the last stop.
Junctions On final approach and whilst waiting at junctions all riders must queue two-abreast
and allow others to do this by their own positioning. The person you pull up next to must always
move off first. Riders not at the front of the queue are expected to be watching the traffic so as
they can move off with the rider in front of them if there is sufficient gap in the traffic.

Marker During the briefing riders will be told as to whether the second-man drop-off or waitfor-the rider-behind method will be used on the run. CWAM usually uses the wait-for-the-riderbehind method and it is important that you act as marker at any turn-offs if the rider behind is
not close enough to see where you have gone. Do not ride slower where there is no turn-off to
allow the rider behind to catch up because this usually has the opposite effect and elongates the
group.
Mustering Before the group moves off from the meeting or break point all bikes will muster at
a point directed by the run leader and will not move off until the tail rider confirms all are
present. Periodically, and when entering/exiting speed limits, the run leader will slow to allow all
bikes to close up, especially if road/traffic conditions have caused the group to break up or
stretch. All riders must take advantage of this and positively close up the gap in front of them
as detailed for junctions, following distances and staggering.
Overtaking other traffic This will be expected of all riders on all runs. Blindly overtaking or

blindly following the bike in front is not expected from an advanced rider. Anticipating,
preparing and then executing an overtake safely without delay or loss of available overtaking
distance should be the norm for full members. Associates should only overtake if they feel
comfortable about attempting the manoeuvre.
Overtaking within the group IAMRS recommend that this is not done.
Slow or queuing traffic Same procedure as for junctions.
Speeds All riders are expected to be able and willing to ride at the posted speed limits where
practical to do so. Riders with a preference or habit for riding below the posted limits or who fail
to use good ‘system’ acceleration will adversely affect other riders within the group.
Staggered position This enables the following distance to be closed up safely whilst still
providing a good view and stopping distance to the riders. This is expected at lower speeds and
in town work but is obviously sacrificed if it presents insufficient margin to nearside or off-side
hazards.
Target fixation or mental drift This is common when following others and results in failed
overtakes, missed gaps in traffic and excessive following distances. You need to be aware of this
and check yourself regularly.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fellow CWAMs Paul Owen and Martin Davies have recently
returned from a two week tour of Portugal and Spain.
‘We did 3200 miles and some big mountain ranges, the
Pyrenees and the Picos but also visited the towns; Porto
being memorably interesting. Portugal was beautiful. The
roads in both Spain and Portugal were very quiet
perfect services and the lack of

with

traffic probably wasn’t

good for our licenses - but that’s another story. We also
visited Lourdes in France, a well known Roman Catholic
Shrine with many visitors, which was an experience. The ferries from Plymouth to Roscoff worked out great
and the bikes (KTM 1290s and the Yamaha Terene) both went really well.’

Thanks to Paul for sharing his photos and holiday. The Newsletter is always pleased to publish your
biking experiences - take a leaf out of Paul’s book and send them in. If you can’t write just send photos.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How to …. Steer
Continuing our series of extracts from ‘Full Control’, this month we concentrate on steering.

Counter (or Positive) steering
Counter in this context means ‘opposite’. Countersteering means that you, for a short moment, in fact
steer in the opposite direction to that which you want. This short, opposite steering movement effectively
makes the bike lean to the side you want to turn. We have already stated that leaning is absolutely
necessary in order to turn any two-wheeled vehicle. The countersteering is performed by giving a push
forward on the handlebar on the side that you intend to turn. If you want to turn right, you give a short,
precise push forward on the right handlebar. If you intend to turn left, you give a short push on the left
handlebar. We call this ‘push’ a steering command henceforth – a ‘positive’ action.
Conscious countersteering is by far the most effective way of steering a motorcycle. Immeasurably more
effective than the ‘body language technique’,

where

you try to make the bike lean and turn by

moving

your body to the side.
You can always use countersteering to change

the

direction of the motorcycle – presuming your

bike

moves

at

more

than

walking

pace.

It

is,

however, extremely important that you learn

exactly

how hard you need to push. At normal speed,

very

little force is needed to achieve a serious change

of

direction.
When entering a turn, the sideways forces will try to tip the bike outwards (read: hold it upright). To
counter this, there must be an equal force that ‘pulls’ the bike inwards. That is one of the reasons you
must lean the bike into the turn: gravity will try to make the bike fall inwards. When in balance, these two
forces make the bike go beautifully through the bend. Countersteering enables you to quickly and precisely
achieve the correct lean angle.
The result is that you spend a very short rolling distance achieving the change of direction. You get a very
precise ‘turning point’. Imagine you are going into a right-hander. When you reach the turning point you
give a short, precise, progressive push on the right handlebar. This done, the front wheel steers left for a
short moment. The rest of the bike will, because of its mass and inertia, try to go on straight ahead, while
the front wheel steers left. This cants the bike effectively to the right, a prerequisite for turning right. The
angle of the front fork and the trail impels the front wheel first to straighten and then to turn into the bend
when the bike leans. The bike now
finds, all by itself, a perfect balance
between

the

outward

force

and

gravity, so that the lean becomes
stable. A perfect, sensitive harmony
between

the

outward

and

inward

forces.
Amazing, isn’t it? But remember this:
The higher your speed, the stronger
the selfstabilising properties of the
front

end.

You

feel

the

bike

as

sluggish, hard to turn. It means that when speed goes up, your steering command must also be more

powerful to make the bike turn when and where you want. In the chapter about steering, we will go into
this in detail.
We recommend you to start practising conscious countersteering and make it your only steering technique.
This will give you an effective technique that you can use in all situations. When you have to make a quick
change of direction or swerve, countersteering is the only effective way.

To

see

the

whole

‘Full

Control’

document,

login

to

IAM

RoadSmart

and

go

https://www.iamroadsmart.com/docs/default-source/dashboards/observers/iam-full-control-documentv01.pdf?sfvrsn=f8e01c4b_4
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IAM RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here, their blogs are here and their Facebook page is
here. So if you want to know about new eyesight tests or learn why you should slow down, give
‘em a click. I continue to be very confused about the relationship or interrelationship of the IAM
RoadSmart charity and commercial enterprises but the Commercial website has been relaunched
at www.iamcommercial.co.uk. This is quite an interesting read and certainly slicker than our
rather pedestrian www.iamroadsmart.com.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CWAM Events in October
Sun

Sun

7

CWAM Club
Sunday

Jaguar Sports & Social
Club Fenton Road CV5
9DR
Starts 09:00

Associates &
Full Members

Not just for check rides but a chance for all
CWAMs to get together, socialise and go for
an informal ride.

14

Social Ride
Out

McDonald's A46/A435
Alcester
Meet 09:00 leave
09:30

Associates &
Full Members

Inhale the fruits of autumn on Ian's Hereford
Loop. Golden trees, glorious roads.
125/150miles - Full tank required

Ian
Collard

Everyone and
guests

Jim Sampson opens then, in an age of multimode, traction controlled machines, Julian
Plant takes us back to the days of us kick
starts, advance/retard mechanisms and
reserve fuel taps. Restoring vintage
motorcycles with his father for most of his life
and as a participant in many rallies, his
experiences promise another great Club Night
which will probably bring back a quite few
memories.

Ryan
Howatt

Committee
members

Starts 20:00

Ian
Collard

Andy
Spencer

Wed 17

Club Social
Night

Jaguar Sports & Social
Club Fenton Road CV5
9DR
Opens 19:30 Starts
20:00

Thur 18

Committee
Meeting

Shilton Village Hall.
Wood Lane CV7 9JZ

Sun

21

Thur 25

Sun

28

Andy
Spencer

CWAM Club
Sunday
&
Slow Riding
Session

Brewers Fare Sparrow
Coombe Fields Road
Anstey, CV7 9JP.
Starts 09:00

Associates &
Full Members

As well as the usual Sunday check rides there
will be the opportunity to practice the
essential skill of Slow Riding under the expert
guidance of our training team. Open to all
CWAMs, this session comes highly
recommended for associates and full
members alike.
NOTE THE CHANGE OF VENUE

Observer
Meeting

Shilton Village Hall.
Wood Lane CV7 9JZ

Trainee
observers

20:00 - 22:00

Andy
Spencer

Social Ride
Out

Long Itch Diner CV47
9QZ
Meet 08:30 Leave
09:00

Associates &
Full Members

The annual autumn run to the Trout Farm
Cafe in Bibury. Good roads and great scenery.
100 miles. Return by 1pm.

Roger
Barratt

to

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items for sale please mail
me (webadmin@cwam.org.uk).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here.

